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Consumer Usage of Mobile Phones
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Over half of all Americans have a
profile on a social network.4

2

One in seven Twitter users have
been contacted by a brand as the
result of a tweet.4

Consumer research on smartphones

96%

of smartphone users have
researched a product or
service on their device.1

Maps/Search

33%
Entertainment

of smartphone users have
performed a search on their
smartphone after seeing an
offline ad.1

49%
Social Media

25%
Dining

U.S. tablet owners use their device to make purchases3
Monthly
Weekly
Daily

90% of online shoppers trust
recommendations from people
they know, and 87% spend more
dollars online after seeing
recommendations.4
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66%

Top activities people perform on their mobile phones2

50%

3

Marketing

24%
20%
12%

50% of Facebook, blogs &
brand videos affect
opinions about products in
shaping Gen Y sentiment,
second only to friends’
opinions.4

Additional Stats
On average, Americans spend

2.7 hours

per day socializing on their mobile device.2

29%

of consumers are open to scanning
mobile tags to get coupons.2

86%

of consumers use their mobile phone
while watching television.2

1/2

of all local searches are done on
a mobile device.2

On Black Friday 2012, the day after Thanksgiving that marks that frenzied start to the Christmas
shopping season in the U.S., 24% of all online shopping took place on mobile and tablet devices.5
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